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The University gf Dayton 
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ENGINEERS 
RECEIVE TOP RESEARCH AWARD 
News Release 
DAYTON, Ohio, Dec. 4, 1989--University of Dayton researchers Brian 
Frock and Richard Martin have received the 1989 WohllebenjHochwalt Award, 
the UD Research Institute's top research award, for their work on non-
destructive inspection techniques. 
Frock and Martin, both with the Research Institute's structural 
integrity division, received the award for developing inspection techniques 
that can characterize and provide enhanced ultrasonic images of damage in 
advanced composite materials--materials often used in aircraft. The award, 
which carries a $1,500 stipend, was presented at a Dec. 5 luncheon. Both 
men are Springboro residents. 
The engineers analyze composite materials that have been impact 
damaged by placing them under water, then scanning them with a transducer--
a device that sends out and receives sound waves. A computer produces a 
printed image of the interior of the samples--much like an ultrasonic image 
of an unborn child. In the case of an aircraft with a crack 1n the wing, 
the researchers are able to estimate the extent of damage. 
"The idea is to generate a picture or image that the eye can interpret 
more easily," said Frock. "The real value of the work is image enhance-
ment, which improves existing non-destructive evaluation techniques." 
Martin and Frock are continuing their research under a five-year 
. 
contract with the Wright Research and Development Center's Materials 
Laboratory at Wright-P~tterson Air Force Base, where they work on site. 
The WohllebenjHochwalt Award was endowed by the late Carroll Hochwalt, 
a 1920 UD graduate who credited the late Brother William Wohlleben, S.M., 
with his success as a research chemist. Hochwalt and partner Charles 
Thomas went on to found their own company, which in 1936 merged into the 
Monsanto Chemical Company to become the central research laboratory of 
Monsanto Chemical Company. 
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EDITOR'S NOTE: Brian Frock and Richard Martin can be reached at (513) 
255-9827 and 255-2718, respect,t4Ycft~ 'PUBLIC RELATIONS 
300 College Park Dayton , Ohio 45469-0001 (513) 229-3241 
